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Formation of subjective contours (Kanizsa, 1976), or
illusory contours (Petry & Meyer, 1987; Spillmann &
Dresp, 1995),originates in the early process of the visual
system.Physiologicalstudiesin monkey have shownthat
neurons in V2 respond to subjectivecontoursas well as to
“real” contours (von der Heydt et al., 1984; von der
Heydt & Peterhans, 1989; Peterhans & von der Heydt,
1989) and that cells in V1 respond to abutting gratings
and signal subjective contours (Grosof et al., 1993).
Recent psychophysical visual-search experiments in
human have given evidence that subjective contours are
generated in the early preattentive process (Gurnsey et
al., 1992; Davis & Driver, 1994).
A well accepted notion of the early visual process for
subjective contours is that generation of subjective
contours is mediated by a hierarchical process which
consists of the local spatial filtering stage and the
completion stage. At the lower filtering stage, visual
inputs are filtered by retinotopically-arranged mechan-
isms which extract local spatial information (e.g. line-
ends, edges, etc.). At the higher completion stage, the
output signals of the local mechanisms are integrated
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nonlinearly to complete spatial gaps and generate
subjective contours. The nonlinear integration is often
thought to be realized by the multiplicative or AND
operation of the signals from the local mechanisms. A
model proposed by Peterhans and her colleagues is a
typical one with such a feedforward signal flow
(Peterhans et al., 1986; Peterhans & von der Heydt,
1989). By virtue of the multiplicativeconnections, their
model can well account for the nature of grouping
process; subjectivecontoursare not generatedby a single
element of inducing stimulus (e.g. a “pacman” or a line-
segment),but by at least two elements. By assuming that
the signalsof end-stoppedcells which are lined up along
a line or a smoothcurve are fed into the multiplyingunits,
the model can account for some other spatial properties;
subjective contours disappear when intersecting lines
close the concavityof each solid figure(Peterhans& von
der Heydt, 1989);subjectivecontours appear vivid when
the orientation of inducing lines is perpendicular to
subjective contour (von der Heydt & Peterhans, 1989).
Such a feedforward model is also appropriate for
explaining a rapid rise of subjective contour perception;
subjectivecontours begin to be formed in several dozen
milliseconds (Reynolds, 1981; von der Heydt & Peter-
hans, 1989; Rubin et al., 1995).
However, the feedforward model cannot account for
long visual persistence of subjective contours straight-
forwardly. The visual persistence of subjective contours
is longer than that of the real ones (von Grunau, 1979;
Meyer & Ming, 1988)and reaches up to several hundred
milliseconds (Kojo et al., 1993; Ramachandran et al.,
1994). This temporal property suggests that the process
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FIGURE1. (a) Spatial configurationof the inducingstimulusused in this study. (b) Temporalsequencesof the stimulusused in
Experiments 1 and 2.
for subjectivecontour perception involvesa certain long
lasting proces%
One candidate for such a long lastingprocessmaybe a
recurrent and/or competitiveprocess formulated in some
neural network models (Grossberg & Mingolla, 1985;
Grossberg, 1987; Finkel & Edelman, 1989; Sajda &
Finkel, 1995). There are, however, discrepancies in the
architectures between the neural network models which
explain subjectivecontourperception,and it is still under
debate what kind of recurrent and/or competitiveprocess
is crucial for subjective contour perception.
For further understanding of the process underlying
subjective contour perception, it is important to clarify
the temporal characteristics of subjective contours
experimentallyas well as theoretically.The present study
was designed to explore the hierarchical process for
subjective contour perception by examining the char-
acteristics of temporal integration of the inducing
stimulus. Using two successive pairs of luminance-
defined inducing figures, we measured the temporal
integration of the inducing stimulus for generating
subjective contours and the temporal integration for the
perceived contrast of the inducing stimulus itself. By
comparing the results, we examined the hierarchical
process of the local filtering stage and global interpola-
tion stage.
Stimuli
All stimuli were generated by a computer-controlled
graphic system (NEC PC9801BX; VIDEOTRON
IM9800M, 640x 480 pixels, 8 bit-resolution for each of
the R, G, and B channels), and presented on a CRT
monitor (SHIBASOKU, CM43A1, 43-22phosphor) at a
refresh rate of 60 Hz (16.7 msec/frame).The R, G, and B
signalsof the graphicsystemwere addedelectricallywith
a video attenuator to attain 12-bit luminance resolution
(Pelli & Zhang, 1991), and were fed only to the green
channel of the monitor (CIE x, y coordinates,x = 0.303
and y = 0.606, respectively). The screen which sub-
tended 8 deg horizontally and 6 deg vertically was
viewed monocularly with natural pupil from a distance
of 206 cm in a dark room.
Four dark circles with a sector removed, called
“pacman” patterns, were used to generate subjective
contours. The spatial configuration is depicted in Fig.
l(a). The diameter of each pacman was 1 deg of visual
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arc and the gap length between the neighboringpacmen
was 0.5 deg. For a fixation, a small black dot was
presented continuously on the center of the screen. The
luminance of the pacmen was either <0.02, 25, or
37.5 cd/m2and the backgroundluminancewas 50 cd/m2,
so that the contrast of the pacmen was either 100, 50, or
25’%.Here the percent contrast means
MAX[~ – Lbackgr...cl1]i~backgroundx 100,
where L stands for luminance.
In Experiment 1, which was designed to measure the
temporal integration of the inducing stimulus for
generating subjective contours, one pair of the pacmen
located at upper-left and lower-right positions were
presented for 17 msec (1 CRTframe), and then the other
pair of pacmen at the upper-right and lower-left were
presented for 17 msec with a variable stimulus onset
asynchrony(SOA) [see Fig. l(b) (Experiment l)]. When
SOA was null, subjectivecontourswere clearly observed
at four sides of a subjective square. As SOA increased,
the perceived contrast of subjective contours decreased.
We measured the perceived contrast of subjective
contours as a function of SOA by matching the contrast
of a “real” stimulus to the perceived contrast of
subjective contours. The matching stimulus was pre-
sented 1000msec after the presentation of the two pairs
of pacmen. The exposure duration of the matching
stimulus was 200 msec. The spatial profile of the
matching stimulus is described in the section on
Experiment 1.
In Experiment 2, which was designed to measure the
temporal integration for the perception of the pacmen’s
contrast, one pair of the upper-left and lower-right
pacmen with the duration of 17 msec were presented
repeatedly with a variable SOA [see Fig. l(b) (Experi-
ment 2)]. When SOA was short, the temporal integration
or summation occurred so that the perceived contrast
of two pairs of the pacmen was higher than that of a
pair of the pacmen. As SOA increased, the perceived
contrast of the repeatedly-presented pacmen decreased
down to that of a pair of the pacmen. We measured the
perceived contrastof the pacmen as a functionof SOA by
matching the contrast of a matching stimulus (another
pair of the pacmen) to the perceived contrast of the
repeatedly-presented pacmen. The matching stimulus
was presented 1000msec after the secondly presented
pacmen. The exposureduration of the matching stimulus
was 17 msec.
The way of successive presentation of the stimuli
enables us to estimatehow long the firstpresentedpair of
the pacmen are effective in the contrast perception of
subjective contours and of the pair of the pacmen
themselves in cooperation with the secondly presented
pair. The integration time may reflect the temporal
property of the multiplicativeor AND connections.
Procedure
The contrast matching was made by a double random
staircase method. After an initial 5 min dark adaptation,
the observer adapted to the background luminance
(50 cd/m2)for 5 min. Next the observer set the starting
points of two staircases which bracketed an equivalent
point to the perceived contrast of the test stimulus
(subjectivecontours in Experiment 1 or two pairs of the
pacmen in Experiment2) by adjustingthe contrastof the
matchingstimulus(a “real” stimulusin Experiment 1 or a
pair of the pacmen in Experiment 2). Then two
interleaved staircases were run. On each trial, the
observer was forced to make a binary decision which
stimulushad highercontrast, the test one or the matching
one. The test and matching stimuli were presented at an
interval of 1000msec and marked by auditory tones. To
avoid unexpected adaptation to the stimulus, the inter-
tribalinterval was at least 2 sec. Each staircase indepen-
dently followed the same rule for step size: a response
correspondingto “the test stimulus has higher contrast”
was followed by a constant increment in contrast of the
matching stimulus and the other response corresponding
to “the matching stimulus has higher contrast” was
followed by a constant decrement in contrast of the
matching stimulus. In each staircase, an initial step size
was set to one-tenth of the difference between the two
starting contrast values, and after the first reversal, the
step size was set to half of the initial step size. Each
staircasewas terminatedwhen five reversals were made.
The last eight reversalpoints from a pair of the staircases
were averaged to give a matching contrast.
Observers
Four observers (HY, ICI,MH, and NG) naive to the
purpose of the experiments and one of the authors
(AT) participated. All the observers had corrected-to-
normal acuity (corrected Snellen acuities were 20/20 or
better).
E I
S
A “real”stimulusto be matched with subjectivecontours
Banton and Levi (1992) measured the strength of
subjectivecontoursby adjustingthe contrastof a thin line
to match the perceived contrastof subjectivecontours.In
our preliminary experiment, we used a similar line as a
matching stimulus to measure the strength of subjective
contours. In the experiment we found that the task was
not so easy for some observers because of the different
appearanceof the thin line from the subjectivecontours.
Hence we sought for a more appropriate matching
stimulus.
Seven kinds of stimuli were tested (Fig. 2); a solid
square with incremental luminance against the back-
ground (+S), an outline square with incremental lumi-
nance (+L), an outline square with decremental
luminance (–L), and four kinds of decremental square-
like patterns which had sharp edges inside and gradient
luminance slopes outside (CCOB). The abbreviation
CCOB comes from the similarity to the pattern which
induces the Craik–Cornsweet–O’Brien illusion (e.g.
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FIGURE 2. Luminance profiles of the “real” stimuli; +S stands for a
positive solid square, –L for a negative outline square, + for a
positive outIine square, and CCOB for a negative pattern like a
stimulus which induces Craik–Cornsweet–O’Brien effects. The line-
width of the outline squares was 0.75 min of visual arc (1 pixel).
For the CCOB patterns, the luminance (L) was defined as L
L b+ Lamp,itudel+ sin(2rrx/4w+p), where w is the width of
luminance gradient and p is rr or 3rr/2. Four CCOB stimuli, each of
which had the width (w) of 0.125, 0.5, 1.0, or 1.5deg of visual arc,
were tested. The size of the squares in these seven patterns was the
same as that of the subjectivesquare (a side was 1.5deg). The contrast
(=MAX[~(x)-L ~..~g,~..,,lL~,~~g,gu.~)~)of each pattern was deter-
mined to match the perceived contrast of subjective contours by a
staircase method (see text for the detail).
Moulden & Kingdom, 1990). The luminance profile of
the CCOB was defined as:
L(X) = ~backgm.ndy~mnplitudel + Sin(2mx/4w ‘P)
where x is the position along the horizonal or vertical
orientation,L is luminance, w is the width of luminance
gradient, andp is phase (nor 3n/2). Four CCOB stimuli,
each of which has the width of 0.125,0.5, 1.0,or 1.5 deg,
were tested. The exposure duration of the seven stimuli
was 200 msec. For the inducing stimulus for subjective
contours, we used the 100%-contrastpacmen with null
SOA. The exposure duration was 17 msec.
The appearanceof a “real” matching stimulusdepends
not only on the spatial profile of the luminance (kind of
pattern) but also on the luminance contrast. So, the
observer was asked to determine the contrast of the
matching stimulusso as to be equivalentto the perceived
contrast of the subjectivecontours,aside from the spatial
profileof the luminance.This was done for each observer
by the staircasemethod.After that an experimentwith the
Observer
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FIGURE3. The rated value for the resemblance in luminance profile
between the “real” contours and the subjective contours is plotted
against the typeof “real” stimulus.Differentsymbolsdenotethe results
for different observers. Vertical bars show t 1 SE.
rating method was carried out for determining the
resemblance. Each session of the rating experiment had
15 blocks. In each block, for the seven matching stimuli,
the observer was asked to assess how much the real
contours of the matching stimulus resemble the sub-
jective contours. One of four answer choices, O–3,was
made, where Ois the least and 3 is the most. The results
for the last ten blocks were averaged.
In Fig. 3, the resemblance rated in the experiment is
plotted against the type of matching stimulus. Different
symbols indicate the results for different observers.
Vertical bars denote i 1 SE. For all the observers the
degree of the resemblance is low for the outline stimuli
(+L, –L) and high for the solid square (+S) and the
CCOB stimuli. The maximum rating value for each
observerwas given for the CCOB with the width of 0.5–
1.0 deg. The interindividual difference of the rating
values was smaller for the 0.5 deg-width CCOB than for
the 1.0 deg-width CCOB. Thus, we chose the 0.5 deg-
width CCOB stimulus, as an appropriate matching
stimulus for the present study.
Methods
The perceived contrast of the subjective contourswas
measured as a function of SOA by matching the contrast
of the 0.5 deg-width CCOB. SOA was widely varied
between Oand 900 msec at intervals of 100 msec, and a
condition in which only a pair of the pacmen were
presentedwas employed(SOA = co). The contrast of the
pacmen was either 25,50, or 100%.In each experimental
session, SOA was varied in randomized order while the
contrast of the pacmen was fixed.
In the experimentthe observerwas instructed to make
his judge based on the contrast of the subjectiveand real
edges at the area between the two pacmen, but not on the
brightnessof the subjectiveor real figures.When the four
edges were perceived having different contrasts, the
observer was asked to make his judgment based on the
edge which had the maximum perceived contrast. For
each observer, six measurements were tried for each
condition of SOA and the contrast of the pacmen. When
the subjectivecontourscould not be perceived at all, the
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FIGURE 4. Matching contrast vs SOA functions for subjective
contours. Matching contrast is normalized by the 75!%-threshold
contrast for the CCOB.Circles, squares,and trianglesfor the results for
the inducer’s contrast of 100, 50, and 25%, respectively. Filled
symbolsshowthe data pointswhere six matchingswere accomplished,
and open symbols show the data points where at least one matching
was canceled. Numerals at the data points show the number of
matchingswhich were accomplished.Solid and dashed lines represent
the best fits of two-segmentfunctions.Vertical bars denotet 1 SE.The
right parts show the fitted Weibul functions for the probability of the
correct responses in the CCOB detection. The abscissa shows the
probability. The right-side ordinate shows the percent contrast of
the CCOB.
observerwas permitted to cancel the experimentalrun in
the adjustmentphase. Additionally,when the contrast of
the CCOB went under the detection threshold level, the
staircase was terminated automatically. Here the detec-
tion threshold for the CCOB was determined for each
observer in advance by the temporal 2AFC constant
stimuli method. Weibull function was fitted to the data
(n= 200 for each of 10 contrast levels) using maximum
likelihoodestimation (Watson, 1979), and the estimated
75%-performancepoint was taken as the threshold.
After the above experiments (i.e. the CCOB detection
and matchingfor SOA = 0–900 and m, contrast= 25, 50,
and 100%) were completed, another matching experi-
ment was carried out for the narrower range of SOA
between Oand 150 msec at shorter intervals of 17 msec.
The contrast of the pacmen was fixed at 50%.
Results
The results of the experiment for the range of SOA
between O and 900 msec are shown in Fig. 4. In the
figure, five panels show the results for five observers. In
each panel, the left part shows the matching contrast as a
function of SOA between the two pairs of the pacmen.
The ordinate shows the matching contrast of the CCOB
stimulus,which is normalized by the 75$Z0threshold for
its detection. The abscissa shows the SOA between the
two pairs of the pacmen. The SOA of co indicates the
condition in which only a pair of the pacmen were
presented. Circles, squares, and triangles denote the
results for the pacmen’s contrast of 25, 50, and 100’%,
respectively (for observer KI, the matching for 25910-
contrast stimulus could not be made because of his
relatively low sensitivity). Filled symbols represent the
data points for the conditionswhere all the six matchings
were accomplished (i.e. the observer did not cancel the
adjustments and the staircases were terminated nor-
mally), and open symbolsrepresentthe data pointsfor the
conditions where at least one of the six measurements
couldnot be made because the perceivedcontrastwas too
low to make the matching. Numerals at the data points
show the number of the measurements which were
accomplished. No symbols are shown for SOAs for
which all the six measurements failed. Vertical bars
denote t 1 SE. In the right part of each panel, the
Weibull function fitted to the results for the detection of
the CCOB stimulusis shown to give an indicationof the
reliability of the matching. The abscissa in the right part
denotesthe proportionof correct responsesfor the CCOB
detection. The right-side ordinate shows the percent
contrast of the CCOB and corresponds to the left-side
ordinate.
It is clearly shown that the matching contrast (i.e. the
perceivedcontrastof subjectivecontours)dependson the
SOA and contrast of the inducing pacmen. As SOA
increases, the perceived contrast decreases monotoni-
cally and levels off. In the range of SOA for which the
perceived contrast decreases, the perceived contrast
increases with the contrast of the inducing stimulus. At
longer SOA, however, the perceived contrasts for the
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TABLE 1. The estimated critical SOA(msec) for the additivecontrast
effect in subjective contour perception
Inducer’s contrast (%)
Observer 25 50 100
AT 336.9 422.3 535.4
HY 426.7 549.4 359.5
ICI — 316.0 315.0
MH 325.2 362.9 578.2
NG 246.1 259.5 175.7
different contrasts of the inducing stimulus seem to
converge.
There are some interindividual differences. The
observer ICIand MH perceived the subjective contours
only for the successive presentation of the two pairs of
the pacmen but not for a singlepair. This impliesthat the
subjectivecontoursare generated only by cooperationof
the separate local cues, not by a single local cue. On the
other hand, the observerAT and NG sometimes,and HY
usually, perceived the subjective contours even for a
single pair of the inducing pacmen (the condition of
SOA = m) although the perceived contrastswere as low
as the threshold level. This suggests that the multi-
plicative or AND operation may not necessarily be
required for generation of the subjectivecontourpercep-
tion although the perceived contrast dependsstronglyon
the degree of the cooperation of the two pairs of the
pacmen.
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FIGURE 5. Matching contrast vs SOA functions for subjective
contours. Filled circles represent results from the experiment in which
SOAwasvaried in the rangebetweenOand 150.Opencircles and lines
represent the data points and the fittedtwo-segmentfunctionsreplotted
from Fig. 4, respectively.
The main purpose of this experiment is to characterize
the temporal integration for generating subjective con-
tours.To this end,we focusedon-theadditiveeffect of the
two successively-presented pairs on the perceived
contrast of subjectivecontours. Based on the monotonic
decrease and leveling off of the perceived contrast vs
SOA function,we attempted to estimate the critical SOA
corresponding to the temporal- limit of the additive
contrast effects on the perception of the subjective
contours. We determined an inflection point of a two
segmentfunctionto give the best least mean squaresfit to
the experimental results for each contrast condition for
each observer (Bogartz, 1968). The fitting results are
shown as solid and dashed lines in Fig. 4. The critical
SOAs defined as the SOAs at the inflection points are
shown in Table 1. The estimated critical SOAs range
between 175 and 578 msec. The average critical SOA is
372 msec (1 SD= 119 msec).
According to the studies on the temporal character-
istics of human contrastvision, the temporal response of
the early visualprocessto a pulse-likestimulusas used in
this study may be limited around 100msec (Watson,
1986). If the responseof the early visual process reflects
in the process to generate subjective contours straight-
forwardly, the interval of 100 msec for SOA condition
may be too long to catch the rapid change. It is possible
that the long decay shown in the above results is
accompanied by a rapid change in the order of several
ten milliseconds. Then, the matching experiment was
carried out for the narrower SOA range between Oand
150msec.
The results are shown in Fig. 5. Filled symbolsdenote
the averaged matching contrasts (n = 6). Vertical bars
represent ~ SE. In the figure,the resultsfor the SOA of O,
100,and 200 msec and the fittingfunctionsshown in Fig.
4 are replotted as open symbols and solid lines. The
matching contrast decreases gradually with increasing
SOA. No rapid changes are observed in the range of the
SOA between O and 150msec. The data points (filled
symbols) lie almost on the replotted fitting functions,
althoughthere are slight deviationsprobably due to day-
to-day changesof sensitivity.It is clear that the matching
contrastvs SOA functionhas a monotonicallydecreasing
function in the range of 0-150 msec and does not level
off in the range of SOA <150 msec.
E I
The aim of this experiment was to examine the
temporal integration in contrast perception of a pair of
the pacmen which were presented repeatedly and to
compare this integration with that for the perceived
contrast of subjectivecontours.
Methods
The perceived contrast of two pairs of the pacman
patterns was measured as a function of SOA by the
matching method. In each experimental session, SOA
between the two pairs of the pacmen was varied between
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FIGURE6. Matchingcontrast vs SOAfunctionsfor a doublepulse of
the pair of the “pacman” patterns [see Fig. l(b) (Experiment2)]. The
ordinate shows the matching contrast, which is normalized by 5070
contrast (the physical contrast of the double pulse stimulus). Vertical
bars show: t 1 SE. Lines show the best fits of two-segmentfunctions.
17 and 150 msec at intervals of 17 msec in randomized
order. The contrast of the pacmen was fixed at 50’%.Six
measurementswere made for each SOA.
Results
The results are shown in Fig. 6. Five panels show the
results for the five observers.The ordinate represents the
relative matching contrast, which is defined by the
matching contrast normalized by the physical contrast
(50%) of the two pairs of the pacmen. The abscissa
representsthe SOA between the two pairs of the pacmen.
Vertical bars show ~ 1 SE. Solid lines show the two-
segment functions to give the best least mean squares fit
to the experimental results.
At the shortest SOA, the matching contrast, i.e. the
perceived contrast, has the highest value. As SOA is
increased, the matching contrast decreases to ca 1 and
levels off at SOA of about 30-120 msec. The critical
SOAs definedas the inflectionpoints are shown in Table
2. The temporal summation occurs in the SOA range
between O and 120 msec. This range of temporal
summation is roughly consistent with those from
previousstudieswith the two pulse stimuluspresentation
technique on human contrast vision (e.g. Georgeson,
1987; Ohtani & Ejima, 1988).
It is well known that the temporal characteristics of
human contrast vision depends on spatial frequency
contents [for review, Watson (1986)].The dependencyis
ascribed to the different properties of the two separate
TABLE2. The estimated critical SOA (msec) for the additive contrast
effect in the contrast perception of the inducingpattern
Low-pass High-pass
filtered filtered
“Pacman” “pacman” “pacman”
Observer pattern pattern pattern
AT 77.7 73.8 44.8
HY 120.6 60.1 47.3
KI 48.0 34.0 44.9
MH 35.5 — —
NG 39.8 — —
mechanisms, called transient and sustained ones (Tol-
hurst, 1975).The transientmechanismis sensitiveto high
temporal and low spatial frequencies of contrast
modulation,while the sustained one is sensitive to low
temporal and high spatial frequencies. The pacmen
stimulusused here has a wide range of spatial frequency
contents, to which both the transient and sustained
mechanisms can respond. Hence, the results obtained
here might reflect the temporal properties of the
mechanismsirrelevant to the formation of the subjective
contours; for example, the results for subjectivecontour
(a)
(b)
FIGURE7. (a) Low-passfiltered and (b) high-pass filtered “pacman”
pattern (the cutoff point is 1 c/deg).
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FIGURE8. Matchingcontrast vs SOAfunctionsfor a doublepulse of
the filtered “pacman”patterns. The matchingcontrast is normalizedby
the physical contrast of the double pulse stimulus. Solid circles show
the results for the low-pass filtered pacman patterns (for the observer
AT, <2 c/deg, andfor HY and ICI,<1 c/deg) andopencircles showthe
results for the high-pass filtered pacmen (for the observer AT, >2 c/
deg, and for HY and ICI,>1 c/deg). Vertical bars show i 1 SE. Lines
show the best fits of two-segmentfunctions.
perception might predominantlyreflect the properties of
the sustained mechanisms, whereas the results for the
inducing stimulus might reflect the properties of the
transient mechanism, or vice versa. To test this
possibility, we carried out an additional experiment for
three observers,AT, HY, and KI. In the experiment, the
perceived contrastwas determined as a function of SOA
for spatially low-pass filtered images and high-pass
filtered ones of the pair of the 50%-contrastpacmen as
depicted in Fig. 7. These images were made by isotropic
binary filters in spatial frequency space. The outputs of
the high-pass filtering, which have no DC component,
were superimposed on the uniform background of 50
cd/m2.The cutoff frequency of the filterswas 2 cldeg for
the observer AT or 1 c/deg for HY and ICI, since the
observerAT has highercontrastsensitivityin high spatial
frequency region than the other observers.
The resultsare shownin Fig. 8. Solidcirclesdenotethe
results for the low-pass filtered pacmen and open circles
for high-pass filtered ones. Vertical bars denote ~ 1 SE.
Solid lines show the two-segment functions to give the
best least mean squares fit to the experimentalresults.
It is commonly shown for all the observers that the
perceived contrast decreases with increasing SOA and
levels off at a certain SOA, but there are differences
between the results for the low-pass and the high-pass
600 r
500
400
300
200
100
n
Observer
“ Subjective Pacmen Low-pass High-pass
Contours Pacmen Pacmen
FIGURE 9. The critical SOAs for the additive contrast effects in
subjective contour perception 30 (inducer’s contrast = 50%) and the
contrast perception of the 50%-contrast inducing “pacman” patterns
and the filtered ones.
filtered pacmen: the amounts of the additive effects (i.e.
difference between the maximum matching contrast and
the minimum), the estimated critical SOAs, and the
matchingcontrastsat leveling off points.The differences
in the additive effects and the critical SOA may be
ascribed to the differences in response function between
the sustained and transient mechanisms, andlor to the
asymmetric rectifier-typenonlinearity (Kelly & Savoie,
1978; Bergen & Wilson, 1985) because the low-pass
filtered stimulus has mostly decremental luminance
against the background while the high-pass filtered
stimulus has both incremental and decremental lumi-
nance. The differences in the matching contrasts at
leveling off points may be ascribed to the response bias
incidental to the successive matching procedure, espe-
cially in the case that rather long intervalbetween the test
and matchingstimuliis used, as in the presentexperiment
(1000 msec).
Let us compare the resultsfor the originalpacmen with
thosefor the filteredpacmen.For the observerAT and KI,
the additive effect obtained for the original pacmen is in
the range between that for the low-passpacmen and that
for the highpass pacmen, and the critical SOA for the
original pacmen is almost the same as that for either of
the low-pass or high-pass filtered pacmen (for AT, low-
pass <2 c/deg, and for ICI,high-pass >1 c/deg). These
suggest that the results for the original pacmen may
reflect the net response of the sustained and transient
mechanisms. The most important feature is that the
critical SOAsboth for the low-passand high-passfiltered
pacmen do not exceed the critical SOA for the original
pacmen. For the observer HY, the critical SOA for the
original pacmen is much longer than that for the filtered
pacmen. It should be noted that in Experiment 1, the
observer HY stably perceived subjective contours even
for a single pair of the pacmen. He reported that
subjective contours were not perceived for the filtered
pacmen. It mightbe that for the observerHY the temporal
integration properties of the inducing stimulus were
affected by the percept of subjectivecontours.
Figure 9 shows the critical SOAs estimated for the
inducer’s contrast of 50’%(including the results for the
filtered pacmen). It is clear that the critical SOA for the
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subjectivecontourperceptionis much longerthan that for
the inducing stimulus perception [the statistically sig-
nificant difference at the 0.05 level between the critical
SOAs for the subjective contours and those for the
original pacmen is 183msec (Welch test)].
D
We have shown that the temporal integration of the
inducing stimulus to affect the perceived contrast of
subjectivecontours continued as long as about 372 msec
(ranged between 186 and 578 msec). The temporal
integration of the inducing stimulus to affect the
perceived contrast of itself lasted for only about 65 msec
(ranged between 36 and 121msec). The period of
temporal integration for the filtered inducing stimulus,
which has the restricted spatial frequency components,
did not exceed the value for the original inducing
stimulus.
Critical SOA of additive effect and persistence of
subjective contourperception
The value for the integration time for the subjective
contours, 372 msec (SD = 119 msec), is roughly consis-
tent with the persistence of subjective contours which
previous authors have reported. Meyer and Ming (1988)
reported that the visual persistenceof subjectivecontours
lasted for about 280 msec for the 50 msec inducing
stimulus. Kojo et al. (1993) reported that the persistence
of a subjective contour to be integrated to a subjective
figurewas 200-400 msec for the spatialconditionsimilar
to ours (the ratio of the spatialgap length to the gap-plus-
real-edges length is 0.33). Ramachandran et al. (1994)
also reported similar value, 340 msec (SD= 108 msec),
based on the observation of the display in which
subjectivecontours facilitated real contours.Given these
findings, one may think that the integration time for
subjective contours obtained in this study and the
persistence of subjective contours are ascribed to a
common process. However, the two-stage scheme of the
local-to-globalhierarchy suggests that the implicationof
the present results should be different from that of the
previous work on the persistence of subjective contours
[see Fig. IO(a)]. The previous studies on the persistence
measured the lasting time of subjective contours after
turningoff of the inducingstimulus.Then, they measured
how long the “global” mechanisms for subjective
contours kept active or outputting after turning off the
stimulus [the output corresponds to signal B in the
scheme depicted in Fig. IO(a)]. On the other hand, we
measured the time intervalbetween the inducingstimulus
parts during which the cooperative integration for the
generation of subjective contours was made. Individual
stimulus parts could hardly or not make the subjective
contours (but except observer HY). Hence we measured
how long the “local” mechanisms kept active and
outputting to
contours [the
IO(a)].
Aside from
the “global” mechanisms for subjective
output corresponds to signal A in Fig.
subjective contour perception, Altman et
,
I I I I
encoding subjective contours
{ \
local
2-D filters + “retention” + x
o “subjective
“ contour” +D
local z mechanism
-9 “retention” o2-D filters
I I
~1
FIGURE 10. (a) A feedforward two-stage scheme for subjective
contour formation. (b) A modifiedfeedforward scheme for subjective
contour formation. See text for the detail.
al. (1985) reported similar value of the persistence of
spatially local information,400-600 msec, in extraction
of a global feature. Their stimulus was an array of dots
which were presented briefly and sequentially. The
observerwas required to identify a figure (e.g. a triangle,
a square) comprised by dots from the dispersed noise
dots. Their results are well explained by the persistence
of retinotopicallylocalized information. Our results and
Altman et al.’s (1985) do not necessarily exclude the
possibilityof long persistenceof global information,but
indicate that thepersistencecan be ascribedat leastpartly
to the persistenceof local information.
Analysis based on a two-stagemodel with multiplicative
or and operation
Let us attemptto explain the present results in terms of
a two-stage model in which subjective contours are
assumed to be generated by local spatiaIfilteringand the
multiplicative or AND operation as noted in the
Introduction. In the model, temporal overlap of the
outputs of the local spatial filtering mechanisms at
separate positions is crucial for generation of subjective
contours. When SOA is null, the outputs of the local
mechanismsoverlap completely in temporal domain and
thus the multiplication of them yields the maximum
response.With increasing SOA, the overlappinginterval
decreases, and hence the multiplicationof simultaneous
output of the local mechanisms decreases and becomes
nulI beyond SOA at which the outputs of the local
mechanismsdo not overlap,resultingin disappearanceof
subjectivecontours.The temporal responsesof the local
filtering mechanisms are reflected in the temporal
summation shown in the matching contrast vs SOA
functions in Experiment 2. Hence, the two-stage model
predicts that the perceivedcontrastof subjectivecontours
decreases with increasing SOA and that subjective
contours are not detected beyond SOA at which the
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additive effects for the perceived contrast for the
inducing pattern vanish (35–120msec). This prediction
is contradictory to the present finding that the time limit
of integration for subjective contours was much longer
than that for the inducing pattern.
If the feedforward local-to-globalframework with the
multiplicative or AND connections is held, another
processing stage should be required to resolve the
contradiction as illustrated in Fig. IO(b). The required
stage should receive information from the lower sited
filteringstage, retain it, and keep outputtingsignalsto the
higher stage to represent subjective contours for about
200-600 msec after the activities of the lower local
filtering mechanisms vanish. The temporal response of
the “retention” mechanisms should not necessarily be
thought of as a sluggish one whose activity rises slowly.
Taking into account that subjectivecontoursbegin to be
formed in several dozen milliseconds (Reynolds, 1981;
von der Heydt & Peterhans, 1989;Rubinet al., 1995),the
“retention” mechanisms should be thought to have two
temporal properties, quick responsibilityand long decay
of activity.
The modifiedtwo-stagemodel still has a problemto be
solved. Some observers perceived subjective contours
even for a single pair of the inducing pacman patterns
(especially HY). This indicates that the multiplicativeor
AND connections may not necessarily be indispensable
for the generation of subjective contours. Some neural
signal streams may bypass the multiplicative or AND
connections. Peterhans and her colleagues proposed the
model of the receptivefieldof the V2 cellswhich respond
to subjective contours (Peterhans et al., 1986;Peterhans
& von der Heydt, 1989). In their model, the additive
connections from the edge- or bar-detecting cells to the
V2 cells are assumedin order to explain the experimental
results that V2 cells which respondto subjectivecontours
also well respond to “real” contours.It is likely that local
edges in the pacman pattern enhance the activitiesof the
oriented cells whose receptive fields are located at some
distance from the edges (Polat & Sagi, 1993, 1994). It
might be possiblethat the bypasssignal flowcorresponds
to the neural signal from the oriented cells activated by
the lateral enhancement.
Possible neural mechanismsfor the retention
On the assumption that area V2 is the cortical site
where subjectivecontoursare represented(von der Heydt
et al., 1984;von der Heydt & Peterhans, 1989;Peterhans
& von der Heydt, 1989;Hirsch et al., 1995),the retention
may result from the lateral propagationof neural signals
in V1/V2 via horizontal connections between columns
(Gilbert & Wiesel, 1979; Gilbert, 1992).Psychophysical
studieshave been collecting the evidence that long range
excitatory interactionbetween orientationspecificmech-
anisms, probably in V1/V2 (Dresp & Bonnet, 1991;
Dresp, 1993;Polat & Sagi, 1993, 1994;KOV6CS& Julesz,
1994; Kapadia et al., 1995). The lateral signal propaga-
tion via excitatory connections makes resonance of
neural activity.
The second candidate for the retention is the neural
synchronizationof the cells in V1/V2 [for review Singer
& Gray (1995)]. It has been reported that adjacent
neurons in V1 can synchronizetheir responses, in which
case their discharges exhibit an oscillatory temporal
structure.The synchronousrhythmicfiring typically lasts
a few hundred milliseconds[e.g. Gray & Singer (1989)].
Besides the synchronizationbetween adjacent neurons,
intercolumnarcorrelated firing by neurons whose recep-
tive fieldsare not overlapped is possible [e.g. Gray et al.
(1989)].It mightbe that the retentionof local information
corresponds to the local oscillation caused by adjacent
neurons’ synchronizationand that the multiplicative (or
AND) operation corresponds to the synchronization
caused by spatially separated cell groups.
The third candidate is bidirectionalneural signal flow
between V2 and V1 (Pandya & Yeterian, 1988;Fellman
& Van Essen, 1991). The bidirectional connections can
easily make neural resonance.For example,Francis et al.
(1994) proposed an explanation for the dynamics of the
persistence of subjective contours, assuming the local
feedback flow from the “bipole” cells, which correspond
to the “subjective contour” cells in V2, to oriented
complex cells. If the “bipole” cell group includes cells
which have small receptive fieldsenough to be activated
by a pacman pattern used here, local informationmaybe
retained.
It should be emphasized here that these neural
interactions (lateral enhancement, synchronization, and
V1–V2 bidirectional connections) as the candidates for
the retention mechanism should not involve the neural
mechanisms which encode the contrast of the inducing
stimulus. Taking into account of the fact that subjective
contours can be generated irrespective of contrast
polarityof the inducingstimulus(Prazdny,1983;Shapley
& Gordon, 1985;Dresp & Bonnet, 1995),the retentionof
local informationfor subjectivecontours might be made
predominantlyby complex cells while the co~trastof the
inducing stimulusmight be encoded by simple cells.
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